The Schedule of Items for Group 6 is amended as follows:

1. The quantity for the bid item “Fixed Bearing” is incorrect and should read 15.000 EACH.

The EBS generated bid items sheets must show this correction or the bid will be considered void.

* * * * *

On plan sheet 16, in the QUANTITIES column, the quantity for the item “Fixed Bearing” is amended to read:

15 EACH

* * * * *

On plan sheet 28, in the “Fixed Bearing At Pier” detail, the anchor bolt size should read:

$1 \frac{1}{2}'' \Phi \times 2'-2''$ Min.

* * * * *

On plan sheet 46, in the “Non-Composite Properties” table, the “Girder Mass” is amended to read:

784 (Lbs/Ft)

* * * * *

Upon execution of the contract, the plans will be revised to reflect these changes.
Issued: October 23, 2007

CO:DB:145AD211

NOTICE: Only the contractors issued bidding proposals receive this addendum and responsibility for notifying any potential subcontractors or suppliers remains with the contractor.